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Executive Summary
The Society of Actuaries in Ireland (the Society) welcomes the Pension Board’s (Board’s) consultation on
defined contribution (DC) Pensions.
We note, however, that the consultation focuses only on some aspects of the DC pensions landscape.
Rather than tackle specific issues on a piecemeal basis, we urge the Board to develop and articulate a
clear, over‐arching vision for the future of DC pensions, and to make this a high‐priority task. The
vision should address inter alia the overall structure of the market and simplification of the regulatory
framework. We recommend a fundamental overhaul of the DC pensions landscape, which should be
built upon the Board’s vision for the future of DC pensions, once developed. We would be happy to
help create and explore ideas on what the vision should be and how it could be implemented.
We have mentioned simplification of the regulatory framework – we consider the complexity of the
pensions system to be a key impediment to member and employer engagement and we strongly
recommend that simplification measures be introduced. We believe that an analysis of international
best practice would provide considerable insights into potential approaches that could work in terms of
simplification, and would be a useful starting point in developing a vision for the future of DC pensions.

Trusteeship
In our experience, there are a number of examples where the trustee model works very well to deliver
high quality outcomes for members. However, we do not advocate a “one‐size fits all” approach to
trusteeship, and suggest that a wider debate around the role of trustees and the structure of the trustee
model would be a beneficial first step, before getting to the specifics of codes of governance or self‐
certification.
We believe that the trustee model adds complexity without adding significant benefits to the many one‐
member schemes, which are primarily “executive pensions” where often the member, employer and
trustee are the same person. Therefore, we believe that it would be beneficial to determine if the
benefits of the trustee model could be more effectively delivered in another way. We suggest that it
would be worthwhile to explore possible alternatives to the trustee model in detail, rather than solely
focussing on adding further complexity to the role of the trustee.
If the trustee model is retained, then, while in principle setting minimum standards for trustee
knowledge, understanding and behaviour would be likely to help raise the standards for trustees
generally, it would also undoubtedly discourage people from being trustees and may by extension
discourage employers from contributing. In our opinion, it is important to consider which aspects of the
trustee model are most important, and to ensure that the standard‐setting and the measurement of
trustee performance is most aligned with those aspects.
We believe that, if it is determined that changes in the trustee model for DC pensions are beneficial, it
would be important to consider whether those changes would also be beneficial in relation to defined
benefit (DB) pensions.
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Regulation
While we agree in principle with the aim of regulation improving standards of governance, we note the
importance of taking the ultimate desired outcomes into consideration. We do not believe it is
appropriate to have one standard for older schemes and another standard for new schemes. If schemes
are required to meet a particular standard to be approved by the Board, we recommend that this be
signposted in advance, with the new standards applying for all schemes from a date in the future.
In our opinion, the ultimate goal of providing good outcomes for members must be set against a
backdrop of encouraging pension provision, and therefore there should not be onerous regulation at the
employer level.

Investments
Too much focus is given to investment choice in the DC discussion generally, with other important areas,
particularly contribution adequacy and value for money, receiving less focus than they deserve.
We do not think it makes sense that the same generic measure of risk should be used for all members.
Therefore, a useful measure of risk in DC must take personal circumstances into account – in particular
the time remaining to the DC member's planned retirement date.
In relation to default investment strategies and fund choice, we are of the opinion that many trustees
work hard to choose a suitable default, and often take expert advice in reaching their decision. There is
general agreement that DC scheme members become confused if faced with too many fund choices. It
is, therefore, reasonable for many members to be offered a limited number of fund choices and to
select the default option, given that most are unlikely to have access to more expertise or time than the
trustees and their advisors.

Disclosure
We believe that the annual benefit statement is a compliance‐driven document that provides useful
information – unfortunately, however, some key messages (funding adequacy, investment suitability,
value for money) can often become lost in the detail.
In our view, it is difficult to communicate or engage effectively with members in the absence of a clear
and achievable retirement benefit target.
Once the member has a good understanding of his/her retirement goals, the challenge of engaging
him/her in the DC plan becomes more well‐defined. The Society’s Defined Contribution Working Party
has identified a number of key principles that are set out in our full response below.

Value for money
We believe that, with transparent cost information (including the commission payable to advisors),
trustees would be empowered to make choices around quality and service relative to the fees being
charged.
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Given the potential complexity for trustees to make fee/charge comparisons, we believe that trustees
would benefit from Pensions Board guidelines/training setting out the factors that should be considered
when assessing value for money. We suggest that the guidelines should not focus solely on fees, but
should also consider quality and service as well as the ultimate goal of promoting good outcomes for
members.
The complexity of the current pensions system is a significant driver of costs. We believe, therefore,
that simplification of the pensions system has the potential to result in significant cost savings.
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Introduction
The Society of Actuaries in Ireland (the Society) welcomes the Pension Board’s (Board’s) consultation on
defined contribution (DC) Pensions. The Society agrees with the Board that future occupational pension
provision in Ireland is likely to be predominantly DC, and believes that significant reform is needed to
ensure that DC pensions deliver positive outcomes for members.
Vision
While the Society welcomes the Board’s consultation, we believe that the starting point for reform in
this area is to develop a clear, over‐arching vision for the future of DC pensions. The paper identifies a
number of areas where the Board has concerns in relation to the current operation of DC pensions
(primarily cost, investment choice, member communications, the role and number of trustees and the
number of schemes generally). However, the paper does not identify a vision for the future of DC
pensions, and the solutions consulted on appear to be directed at very specific areas of the DC
landscape, without taking a step back to assess the overall structure of the market.
To develop a vision for the future of Irish DC pensions, we can look to, and build on, much strong work
that has been done internationally. Many countries, including Australia, Chile and Denmark have
introduced interesting reforms in the area of DC pensions. In our opinion, an assessment of
international best practice would be a useful starting point in developing a vision for Irish DC pensions
along with building on the recent good work carried out by the OECD in the area of DC pensions.
The Society recommends a fundamental overhaul of the DC pensions landscape. The scope of the
overhaul would include changes to the regulatory environment for pensions, and would potentially
require significant changes to legislation including tax legislation. We acknowledge that this goes
beyond the remit of the Board, but would question the benefit of piecemeal changes to regulation
without an over‐arching vision for the future of DC pensions.
We urge the Board to develop and articulate a clear, over‐arching vision for the future of DC pensions,
and to make this a high‐priority task. We would be happy to help create and explore ideas on what
the vision should be and how it could be implemented.
Simplification
The Society considers the complexity of the pensions system to be a key impediment to member
engagement. This impacts members’ ability to understand communications addressed to them, and has
cost implications for companies operating in the pensions market which are ultimately borne by
consumers. To a lesser extent, the complexity of the pensions system also impedes employers. Given
the importance of employer engagement, simplification should also consider the incentive for
employers to set up DC schemes.
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The Irish pension landscape features a myriad of products, each with different features and rules in
relation to contributions, tax free lump sums, forms of retirement benefits that can be taken, earliest
retirement age and ability to transfer among others. The decision‐tree involved in an individual’s
journey from starting work into retirement and through a post‐retirement life is complex and highly
individual. Even through potential future measures such as auto‐enrolment or mandatory pensions it
will not be possible to have a successful system without some form of personal engagement from
individuals. In our opinion, the complexity of the pensions landscape is a significant impediment to this
engagement.
As with the development of an over‐arching vision for the future of DC pensions in Ireland, we believe
that an analysis of international best practice would provide considerable insights into potential
approaches that could work in terms of simplification.
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Trusteesship
“The Boarrd’s view is th
hat trustees’’ performancce needs to significantly
s
improve in oorder to bestt protect
members’’ interests an
nd that truste
ees should hhave to self‐ccertify their competency
c
and ability to
t meet
specified kknowledge and
a experience criteria b efore appoin
ntment and annually
a
theereafter.
Do you ag
gree with thiss?
What wou
uld you suggeest as minim
mum standardds for trustee knowledge
e, understandding and beh
haviour?
Do you ag
gree that the Board shoulld issue a codde of govern
nance in orde
er to clarify thhe standardss it
expects off DC trusteess? If not, wha
at other vehic
icle could wee use to proviide further edducation and
d
guidance ffor trustees in
i order to drive
d
up standdards of govvernance and
d administrattion?

perience, theere are a num
mber of exam
mples where the trustee model workss very well to
o deliver
In our exp
high qualitty outcomess for members. Howeverr, we do not believe in a “one‐size fitts all” approa
ach, and
suggest th
hat a wider debate
d
aroun
nd the role o f trustees an
nd the structure of the trrustee model would be
a beneficiaal first step, before getting to the speecifics of cod
des of govern
nance or selff‐certification.
Our view iis that, in general, the tru
ustee modell currently works
w
well forr large schem
mes. Our
understan
nding is that the governance of large DC schemess and the kno
owledge, undderstanding and
behaviourr of trustees of those schemes, is in ggeneral, at a high standarrd. Howeverr, we agree that
t
measures of the type described byy the Board iin the Consultation paper would be uuseful in help
ping to
he trustee model
m
is retai ned across the board.
ensure consistently high standardss across all s chemes, if th
However, as set out in
n the consulttation, there are many on
ne‐member schemes, whhich are prim
marily
w
often the membeer, employer and trustee are the sam
me person. We
W believe
“executivee pensions” where
that the trrustee modeel adds comp
plexity witho ut adding siggnificant ben
nefits in thes e cases. The
erefore,
we believee that it wou
uld be benefiicial to deterrmine if the benefits
b
of th
he trustee m
model could be
b more
effectivelyy delivered in
n another wa
ay.
Contract‐b
based pensio
ons may be a better apprroach for arrrangements of this naturre, but we no
ote that
tax rules m
may encouraage the choicce of executivve pensions over PRSAs for
f example.. Therefore, our view
is that chaanges in this area need to
o be in the coontext of a wider
w
simpliffication of DCC pensions sttructures,
including cchanges to the tax code to facilitate tthe simplificcation of the product envvironment fo
or
members and their em
mployers. There are a nu mber of key functions which must bee discharged
d in
o a pension scheme,
s
inclu
uding: collecction of contributions, invvestment of assets, agreement of
relation to
a default iinvestment strategy,
s
con
nsideration oof asset securrity, communications witth members and
payment o
of benefits. These respo
onsibilities arre largely adm
ministrative, and it is posssible that a pension
administraator that was subject to a strong govvernance fram
mework could discharge these functions more
effectivelyy than trusteees. The rem
maining key r ole of managging costs an
nd obtaining value for mo
oney from
the schem
me could restt with employers rather tthan trustees.
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Such a model could also be effective for the many schemes which are neither one‐member schemes nor
large schemes – and, indeed, for large schemes too. We suggest that it would be worthwhile to explore
this and other possible alternatives to the trustee model in more detail, rather than solely focussing on
adding further complexity to the role of the trustee.
Returning, however, to the particular questions posed in the consultation paper: these suggest that the
Board is in favour of retaining the widespread application of the trustee model, and our responses
below are offered in that context.
The Board is concerned that there are too many schemes, and too many trustees. However, it is not
clear if the intention of the Board’s proposals to raise the standards required of trustees is designed to
simply raise the bar in terms of the standards required of trustees, to encourage people to stop being
trustees/discourage new trustees, or both.
While in principle setting minimum standards for trustee knowledge, understanding and behaviour
would be likely to help raise the standards for trustees generally, it would also undoubtedly discourage
people from being trustees and may by extension discourage employers from contributing.
Despite the Board’s concerns about the current numbers of trustees, it is not clear to us what the
impact of discouraging people from being trustees will have on smaller schemes. More consideration
needs to be given to how the governance of those schemes would be affected and possible solutions
that could be implemented to help improve governance, before additional requirements are imposed
on trustees. For example, the development of industry‐wide schemes or master trusts could be
encouraged or facilitated, but this would require additional support to achieve, including possible
legislative or tax changes. This relates back to our general concerns about the lack of an over‐arching
vision in the consultation. We believe it would be better to develop a vision for the desired outcomes
for schemes of this nature, and then consider what measures could facilitate those outcomes, than to
impose particular measures without consideration of the overall pensions landscape.
Minimum standards on trustees
There are a number of additional specific comments that we wish to make in relation to the imposition
of minimum standards on trustees.
Firstly, there may be trustees who offer insights in particular areas, but who may not have expertise in
all areas that might be required of a trustee. Therefore, it may be counter‐productive to discourage
such people from being trustees. Consideration should be given to designing governance standards that
promote a minimum standard of knowledge and understanding for the trustees of a scheme as a whole
rather than necessarily for individual trustees. As well as expertise in particular areas (e.g. investments),
it is also beneficial to have trustees with particular perspectives or backgrounds. In particular, we
believe that there is considerable benefit to schemes in having the input and perspective of member
trustees, but the obligations of being a trustee can discourage members from being involved. “Raising
the bar” for trustees may further discourage the involvement of member trustees and this may not be
beneficial at an overall level.
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From a governance perspective, it would therefore be of some benefit to encourage schemes to
consider the overall balance and breadth of trustee knowledge and experience, with potentially a
collective certification that the standards are met, rather than an individual certification of all standards
being met by each trustee. Member trustees should not be expected/required to be experts initially but
rather should be given sufficient time to develop in their roles as trustees. If there is a requirement for
self‐certification, consideration should be given to whether repeating the certification annually adds
value.
Secondly, it is important to consider which aspects of the trustee model are most important, and to
ensure that the standard‐setting, and the measurement of trustee performance is most aligned with
those aspects. For example, the ability of a strong trustee model to deliver value for money by
negotiating fees or to deliver good member outcomes by reviewing investment manager performance,
may be highly valued. We believe that any changes to the standards imposed on trustees, or to the
certifications that trustees must provide, should consider issues of this type. For example, a certification
that trustees had carried out a review of the charges in a scheme in the context of charges in the wider
market, or a certification that trustees had carried out an assessment of the performance of the
investment managers, may be more value‐adding than certifications of knowledge or training.
We note that a number of schemes are paid‐up or frozen, and that closure of those schemes may be
hampered by the current legislative or tax environment. Simplification of the tax and legislative
environment for pensions could provide some benefits in this area.
As a final comment in this area, we believe that if it is determined that changes in the trustee model for
DC pensions are beneficial, it would be important to consider whether those changes would also be
beneficial in relation to defined benefit (DB) pensions.
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Regulation
The Board
d proposes th
he introduction of legislaation requirin
ng new schemes to satisffy the Board that
scheme deesign and the trustees arre fit for purppose before being grante
ed approval.. Older schemes could
be given a time frame in which to comply withh the provisio
ons.
Do you ag
gree with thiss suggestion?
It is not en
ntirely clear to
t us what iss meant by ““scheme desiign”. In broa
ad terms we agree with the
t
proposal tto provide grreater clarityy over the staandards of governance that would bee expected of
o pension
schemes, and within that framewo
ork the sortss of skills thatt pension tru
ustees shouldd have.
Extendingg the conceptt of approval of “schemee design” to include
i
the structure
s
of bbenefits and charges
may causee considerab
ble transition
nal difficultie s for older scchemes, and
d we believe that further analysis
of this issu
ue would be required.
However, we do not believe
b
it is appropriate t o have one standard
s
for older schem
mes and anotther
emes are reqquired to me
eet a particular standard to be approvved by the
standard ffor new scheemes. If sche
Board, wee recommend
d that this be
e signpostedd in advance,, with the new standardss applying for all
schemes ffrom a date in
i the future
e. This will giive existing schemes
s
time
e to transitioon to the new
w
standards, and many new
n schemes are likely t o aim to meet the standards from in ception, butt it would
mean a sin
ngle set of sttandards app
plying in the market placce.
While we agree in prin
nciple with th
he aim of reggulation imp
proving stand
dards of goveernance we note the
t ultimate desired outccomes into consideration
c
n. Higher levvels of regula
ation can
importancce of taking the
lead to inccreased costs which, if pa
assed on to cconsumers, can
c affect va
alue for mon ey. In additiion, it
would be important fo
or additional requiremennts to be proportionate. The ultimatee goal of pro
oviding
n.
good outccomes for meembers mustt be set agai nst a backdrrop of encouraging pensiion provision
Thereforee, there should not be onerous regulaation at the employer
e
levvel; the emplloyer should simply be
required tto select a su
uitable vehicle for contribbutions. The
e less onerou
us the requirrements on employers,
e
the more likely it is thaat employers will engagee and set up schemes.
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Investments
While it is important for
f defined contribution members to have investment choicee, the optionss offered
can be com
mplex and default strate
egies not alw
ways suitable for the need
ds of membeers.
Do you ha
ave suggestio
ons as to how
w we can enssure that deffaults offered
d are approppriate and do
o not
expose meembers to un
nnecessary and
a unexpectted amountss of risk?
Would it b
be helpful if the
t Board produced pracctical guidancce on the dessign and govvernance of default
d
strategiess?

The Societty understan
nds that the investment
i
cchoices made during the DC accumullation period
d will have
a significant impact on
n the retirem
ment outcom
mes achieved. However, we
w believe thhat too much
h focus is
given to in
nvestment ch
hoice in the DC discussioon generally, with other important arreas, particullarly
contribution adequacyy and value for
f money, r eceiving lesss focus than they
t
deservee.
In this secction we com
mment on som
me of the ar eas where we
w think usefful work can be done to develop
d
the DC invvestments arrea – in particular, investtment risk discussions, th
he nature of a suitable de
efault fund
and the leevel of choicee made available to mem
mbers.
Risk
Much of the investmeents‐related discussion
d
inn DC is conce
erned with investment rissk, and indee
ed this is a
very impo
ortant topic. However, th
here is often little clarity on what exa
actly is meannt by risk in this
context, o
or on the imp
pact that riskk can have onn different members’
m
outtcomes.
“Investmeent risk” is tyypically quantified using ssome measu
ure of the volatility of retturns achieve
ed over
relatively short period
ds. Whilst this measurem
ment of risk has
h the advantage of beinng easily calcculated,
b
inve
estment fundds , it is veryy limited whe
en it comes tto expressingg the true
and easilyy compared between
risk for a sspecific indivvidual member in a schem
me.
Risk is nott the same fo
or all membe
ers, varying ddepending on a wide range of factorss ‐ e.g. their level of
accumulatted saving, other
o
wealth and personaal preference
es, and mostt importantlyy the remain
ning time
until theirr planned rettirement date.
Members who are close to their re
etirement daate have alre
eady saved a relatively la rge proportion of their
und, and havve limited tim
me and ability to respond
d to investmeent related shocks.
s
ultimate rretirement fu
m
witth a long perriod remainin
ng to retirem
ment have moost of their pension
p
Conversely, younger members
t
in whicch to respond
d to investment volatilityy. For memb
bers close
saving aheead of them,, and lots of time
to retirem
ment, short teerm volatilityy can therefoore be a sign
nificant risk; for
f memberss further from
m
retiremen
nt, the risk th
hat the real value
v
of savinngs is eroded
d by inflation
n may be moore significant.
It cannot m
make sense that
t
the sam
me generic m
measure of rissk should be used for all members. Therefore,
T
a useful m
measure of rissk in DC musst take persoonal circumsttances into account
a
– in particular th
he time
remainingg to the DC member's
m
pla
anned retirem
ment date.
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In our view, a more suitable and productive measure of investment risk would reflect the impact the
particular investment option has on the level and range of volatility in expected retirement benefits, and
the likelihood of achieving the target benefits.
Such a measure would support very different investment choices by members at different stages of the
savings cycle. For example it might illustrate that a very cautious ‘cash’ investment strategy actually
represents a high risk investment approach for a younger DC scheme member – because it makes the
achievement of a satisfactory retirement benefit outcome very unlikely.
Default investment strategy
Trustees of DC schemes are required to set a clear default strategy to be used by those members of
their scheme who do not wish to make their own investment choice, for whatever reason.
Some commentators are of the view that high usage of the default indicates low member engagement
in a scheme. The Society does not agree with this view. Trustees work hard to choose a suitable
default, and often take expert advice in reaching their decision. It is reasonable for many members to
use this option, given that most are unlikely to have access to more expertise or time than the trustees
and their advisors.
In practice, most members in DC schemes use the default option, and therefore this is a key area for
trustee, provider and policymaker focus. We believe the default strategy should satisfy the following
key principles:


Low cost



Reflect individual member’s term to go



Reflect individual member’s likely benefit mix at retirement (including benefits that may be with
other providers).

Research carried out by the OECD in relation to default investment options supports lifestyle strategies –
see 2010 paper entitled “Assessing Default Investment Strategies in Defined Contribution Pension
Plans”.
In practice, the cost of any investment option is driven by the underlying costs associated with the asset
classes and investment approach being used, and by the competitiveness of provider charges. Trustees
must satisfy themselves that any excess cost is justifiable.
The providers in the market offer a range of structures that can be used as a default investment strategy
– at a high level these can be grouped as individual funds, target date investment strategy funds, and
lifestyle investment strategy solutions.
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Pensions Board guidance suggests that the default should reflect the nature and duration of the
liabilities. Moreover, as discussed earlier, the reality is that investment volatility becomes less palatable
for members as they approach their planned retirement date. Therefore, a single fund solution seems
inappropriate as a default strategy for a DC scheme because it cannot be equally effective for members
of different ages.
The ‘target date’ and ‘lifestyle’ solutions both have the flexibility to manage down the level of exposure
to investment volatility over time, acknowledging that the impact of investment losses becomes more
serious for members as they get closer to their planned retirement date. Therefore, these solutions
have the potential to adequately reflect each individual’s term to go to retirement.
Close to retirement, both ‘target date’ and ‘lifestyle’ strategies seek to reallocate the member’s funds to
a fund mix that is designed to minimise the volatility of the retirement benefits achieved. In many cases
this is based on a blend of cash and bond funds, based on the retirement benefit mix of the average
retiree.
In practice, the manner in which benefits are drawn down at retirement varies widely between
members – for example, many members with relatively low levels of saving take most or all of their fund
as a tax‐efficient lump sum.
The lifestyle investment strategy approach can bring extra flexibility by varying its target asset mix
depending on each individual member’s projected retirement benefit mix – giving this approach some
attractions relative to the target date approach.
In response to the specific question on whether the Board should produce practical guidance on the
design and governance of default investment strategies, we believe that, given the importance of
default strategies, any practical guidance would be helpful; however, it should be principles‐based.
Fund choice
Trustees are responsible for choosing an appropriate range of funds to be made available to members of
the scheme for which they are responsible.
There is general agreement that DC scheme members become confused if faced with too many fund
choices. Therefore in most cases it seems that a range of 5‐6 funds, selected to offer useful alternatives
to members who choose not to use the trustees’ default strategy should be more than sufficient. It may
be possible to facilitate a wider selection of funds in limited circumstances (for example where members
certify on an individual basis that they have the knowledge or expertise to invest in a more specialised
range of funds).
Trustees should be satisfied that members will be able to easily access the information they need to
assess the suitability of the fund choices available – and should also consider the appropriateness of
offering higher price funds in their scheme. Members who select these alternative funds should make
these investment choices themselves (or with independent advice) – trustees should not be expected to
take any responsibility for suitability, but should be responsible for ensuring that assets are secure and
that the relevant investment vehicles offer reasonable value for money.
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Disclosure
Many mem
mbers do no
ot understand
d enough abbout their pension schem
mes to make iinformed de
ecisions.
Informatio
on given ofteen has a lega
al purpose, w
with sometim
mes too much
h informatio n given, and is not
necessarily structured
d so that mem
mbers are cleear how it sh
hould be used to make deecisions.
How can m
member info
ormation be improved
i
to ensure that it is accurate
e, clear and uunderstanda
able and
enable meembers to make informed
d decisions aabout their reetirement sa
avings?
How can ccosts and cha
arges borne by memberss be more cleearly and tran
nsparently co
communicateed to
them?
We underrstand that th
here is no sh
hortage of infformation se
ent to memb
bers of DC plaans, howeve
er there
are questiion marks ovver the effecttiveness of t he communication in cre
eating underrstanding and
d member
engagemeent. There sh
hould be a clear distinctiion between communica
ation and infoormation.
Our view iis that the an
nnual benefit statement is a compliance‐driven document
d
th at provides useful
u
informatio
on – unfortunately, howe
ever, some kkey messages (funding ad
dequacy, invvestment suittability,
value for m
money) can often
o
becom
me lost in thee detail. One
e possible approach is to have a simp
plified
annual benefit statem
ment, similar to
t a bank staatement, thaat gives very clear inform
mation about opening
ng balances for
f the period
d, with the cchanges in th
hese balances broken dow
wn between
n
and closin
contributions, investm
ment perform
mance , tax, l evies (if applicable), benefit paymennts and chargges. This
utors with im
mportant and
d clear inform
mation. Com
mmunication with
statementt would provvide contribu
members would be seeparate to the annual bennefit statement and coulld follow thee approach se
et out
below.
Target
In our view
w, it is difficu
ult to commu
unicate or enngage effectively in the absence
a
of a clear retirem
ment
benefit target. The target should be set at a leevel that is achievable for the membeer, while also
o being a
n retirement. Each membber’s circumstances
sensible leevel of beneffit to sustain a reasonablle lifestyle in
will be diffferent, so the target cannot be ‘one size fits all’. Managing the target willl be complex, due to
the interaction with, for example, state benefiits, other defferred beneffits, marital sstatus etc. Th
herefore,
the targett needs to bee set at the in
ndividual meember level. We suggestt that the tarrget could pe
erhaps
initially bee a function of
o the contribution rate, with membe
ers having th
he ability to sset more suitable
targets givven their perrsonal circum
mstances. Taargets can be
e set in mone
etary terms, or in percen
ntage of
salary term
ms – and thee merits of bo
oth can be ddebated.
It is usefull to work bacck from ultim
mate retirem
ment benefit targets
t
to se
et interim tarrgets, so thatt members
can assesss their progreess along the
e journey tow
wards their planned
p
retirement beneefits.
Communication princciples
Once the member hass a good understanding oof his/her rettirement goa
als, the challeenge of enga
aging
him/her in
n the DC plan
n becomes more
m
well‐deefined. The Society’s
S
Deffined Contribbution Workiing Party
has identiffied a number of key principles that can be follow
wed:
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As with communication in any field, the more simple and uncluttered the message can be made,
the more likely it is to be understood by members.



Personalised messages reflecting the member’s own circumstances will generally have a higher
impact than generic messages. A number of opportunities arise to produce personalised
messages in the DC area, for example significant birthdays, birth of children or career events.



Stage of retirement saving journey – the messages that are relevant to younger members
starting off their DC saving are very different to those that are relevant to members approaching
retirement.



Well‐designed graphics can be very helpful in conveying complex messages.



Providers should continually strive to improve the quality of member communications.
However, there is also a responsibility on members to commit sufficient focus and attention to
ensure they understand the issues they face in planning successfully for retirement.

Key messages
As noted above, it can be argued that the key messages can sometimes be lost within overly complex,
compliance‐drive documentation. In our view, there are three key areas where high impact
communication can have a big effect on outcomes for members:


Funding adequacy
Members currently receive a Statement of Reasonable Projection (SRP) on a regular basis. It can
be difficult for members to interpret the SRP, and to understand how and why it varies from
year to year.
Moreover, the SRP presents the projection in isolation, without highlighting progress against any
target retirement benefit – be that personalised or generic – and most SRP documents make
little use of graphics or colour to help emphasise important messages.
A more effective SRP might link to a specific target benefit mix each year, and highlight actions
that might be taken to keep on track, if necessary.



Investments
The investment disclosures members receive tend to be heavily focused on the performance of
the various investment options over different time periods. As noted elsewhere in this
response, investment risk information tends to be based on simple analysis of fund price
volatility.
Whilst this approach allows for comparison between funds, it is of little use to members in
understanding whether the investment approach they are using is consistent with the
retirement benefit targets they are aiming for.
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We would argue that what members really need to see is whether the investment choice they
have made is consistent with the retirement goals they have set.
Taking the above two sections together, the member can assess whether their funding and
investment strategies are consistent with delivery of their retirement benefit goals – and if not,
to either re‐plan their retirement goals or take appropriate action to align the funding and
investment strategies with the retirement goals.


Value for Money
Trustees play an important role in ensuring that the members of DC plans receive good value for
money. Notwithstanding that, however, it is important that members receive adequate
disclosure to allow them to understand the charges they are paying and assess their
competitiveness in light of the services they receive.
Pension scheme charging has generally become less complex over the past 15‐20 years –
however, it remains an area that is difficult for members to understand. It would perhaps be
useful for the Pensions Board to provide benchmarks here that would give members comfort
that the charges they are paying are competitive.
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Given the potential complexity for trustees to make comparisons of this nature, we believe that trustees
would benefit from Pensions Board guidelines/training setting out the factors that should be considered
when assessing value for money. We suggest that the guidelines should not focus solely on fees, but
should also consider quality and service as well as the ultimate goal of promoting good outcomes for
members.
Pension scheme charges have received a lot of press following the publication of the Report on Pension
Charges issued by the Department of Social Protection published earlier this year. Whilst it is important
for schemes of all sizes to have fair charging structures, it is critical that members understand that
contribution adequacy remains key to ensuring that they receive a level of pension in line with their
expected lifestyle at retirement. The Society’s opinion is that the emphasis should be on ensuring
satisfactory member outcomes as well as on the level of fees.
The complexity of the current pensions system is a significant driver of costs. In such a complex
environment, the cost of ensuring compliance with pensions rules and regulations accounts for a
significant portion of the administration charge. We believe, therefore, that simplification of the
pensions system has the potential to result in significant cost savings.

Please direct any comments or queries about this submission to:

Yvonne Lynch
Director of Professional Affairs
Society of Actuaries in Ireland
Clanwilliam House
Clanwilliam Place
Dublin 2
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